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1. Iutroaluction 
We distinguish combinatorial and measure theoretic discrepancy t pe results. 
The object of Combinatorial Discrepancy Theory is how to colour with two or 
more colours a set as uniformly as possible with respect o a given family of 
subsets. What we want to achieve is that each colour meets each subset 
considered in approximately the same number of elements. The measure 
theoretic part is accumulated in two complementary chapters of number theory 
called Uniform Distribution and Irregularities of Distribution. The object of these 
theories is to measure the uniformity (or non-uniformity) of sequences and point 
distributions. For instance: how uniformly can an arbitrary set of N points in the 
unit cube be distributed relative to a given family of “nice” sets (e.g. boxes, balls, 
convex sets). It took more than a decade to realize the close relationship between 
these areas. We can now say that they represent the discrete and the continuous 
aspects of the very same coherent theory (we have some non-trivial “trans- 
ference” theorems, see Beck [2] and Lovasz et al. [S]). 
As an illustration, we discuss the following geometric question. Let T,(n) be 
the least integer T such that one can assign + 1 and -1 to any n points in the 
k-dimensional unit cube Uk = [0, 11’ so that the sum of these values in any 
aligned 60~ (i.e. Cartesian product of intervals) have absolute value at most T. 
Tusn&ly asked what could be said about the order of magnitude of G(n). 
have 
Theorem A (Beck [2]). 1Glbr any k 3 2 and IYL 3 2, 
max{log n, ‘(log ~3)(‘-~)“) << ‘T,(n) << (log n)**. 
Remark. Here and in what follows the 
notation << are positive and may 
Note that the assertion 
(n) >> ma.%{ log n, (log n)(ks’)n) 
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implies the exbtence of a distribution CP = {PI, P2, . . . , P,} of PI points in Uk such 
that if “weights” Ei = =tl are freely assigned to the points fi E 9, then there is an 
aligned box B in Uk such that 
I I C &i >> lllilX{lOg n, (log n)(k--l)n}. &ZB 
For a construction in the case k = 2, see Roth [9]. 
The upper bound in Theorem A is based on the following general result from 
binatorial Discrepancy Theory. 
@Beck and Fiala [5]). Let there be given an arbitrary number of sets x 
of arbiirary size such that each element belongs to at most d sets. Then it is possible 
to assign +l and -1 to the elements so that all sets Y;: have sum with absolute value 
!ess thkzn 2d. 
This result can be reformulated as follows. 
Let _X=={Xl&,..., xP} be an arbitrary finite set and 3 = { Yt , Y2, . . . , Yp} 
be an arbitrary family of subsets of X. We are looking for a “2-colouring” 
f: X-, i - 1, + 1) of the underlying set X such that the “2-colouring deviation” 
of the family w is as small as possible. That is, let 
where the minimum is taken over all It-colourings f: X-, { -1, +l}. Observe that 
disc( 9, X’) = disc( 9, X”) for any two underlying sets X’, X” with 
We can therefore write disc(%), and call this the 2-colouring discrepancy of the 
family 3. 
t deg(3) be the “maximum degree” of 9, i.e. 
deg(3) = max {YESUEY} 
XEX 
ands for cardinality). 
Then eorem is equivalent to the following result: 
eg( 3) for any finite family (3. (1) 
nequal%y can be improved to 
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T,(n) << (log n)&+*. 
We also discuss the following related question in the theory of Uniform 
Distribution. 
Let c( be a normegative normed Bore1 measure in Uk, that is, a nonnegative 
m -:“sure p defined on the class of Bore1 sets (i.e. the a-algebra generat 
open sets in Uk) with y(Uk) = 1. Let 9 = {gl, g, . . . , ,zN} be a set of 
Uk. We now introduce a quantity that measures the deviation of the distribution 
of 9 from the measure CL. Set 
ne the p-discrepancy function 
A@, 9) =SUP P(P, 9, WI, 
B 
where the supremum is taken over all aligned boxes B in Uk. We are interested in 
N-element sets which are very well y-uniformly distributed. 
If c( coincides with the k-dimensional normed Lebesgue measure A&, the 
problem above is classical. Let pl, p2, . . . , p&__l be the first (k - 1) primes. Write 
m 2 1 in the scale of pi, 
Si 
m = 2 aii l (pi)j, where 0 s aij <pi. 
j=O 
We then set 
j=O 
w = ,_m wml, wm2, l l l 9 w,(&-l), - 
The N-clement set 
ammersley set (C- 
SIYZ s N} is call 
alton 171, see also 
. The N-element C- set WN in Uk has 
16 b. Beck 
.2. Given any nonnegative normed Bore! measure ~1 in Uk and an 
integer iV 3 2, one can find an N-element set 9 in Uk having 
A@, 9) << (log N)k+2. 
For an earlier result of the same type, see Beck [3]. 
The proofs of both Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 are based on the following general 
upper bound from Combinatorial Discrepancy Theory. 
OfX 
that 
(0 
0 ii 
9. 
Then 
.3. Let X be a finite set, and let ?!I= { yt , “yz, . . . } be a family of subseti 
Suppose that there is a second family 3!! = {&, & . . .} of subsets of X such 
deg(9’) s d; and 
every y E 4/ can be represented as the union of at most m disjoint elements of 
disc(%) G cl l (m 9 d l log(d + 2) l log(##% + 2)); l log(#X + 2). (3) 
Throughout cl, c2, . . . denote positive absolute constants. 
Remark. In the particular case 4/ = S!!, Theorem 1.3 immediately ields the 
relation (note that m = 1 and deg(S!) s #S) 
disc@) << (deg(%))i l log(#% + 2) l log(#X + 2). (4) 
Conjecture (2) states that here the two factors of log can be cancelled. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 works especially for 2-colourings only. In order to 
get an “integer-making” result, we need the following general argument. We 
consider two extensions of the concept of 2-colouring discrepancy. 
Let x= {q, . . . , x,} be a finite set and % = {G,, . . . , GO} be a family of 
subsets of X. For any A c X, the restriction cSIA is the family { G1 n A, . . . , G, n 
A}. The hereditary discrepancy of % is defined by 
herdisc( %) = max disc( %l,), 
ACX 
denotes the 2-colouring discrepancy of %?. 
xtension is the “integer-making” concept. e call it linear 
set 
= max min max C (ai - ai) 
%...,a~ l,...&J,, Ceg I xieG I 
ere 
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(The factor of iwo is technical, due to the translation from 
We may think or’ tiI? . . A , ap = 0, 1 as a choice of the set 
x. ple, cyI := l l 0 = cvP = Q! E (0, 1) we wish 
B nC is roughly Q!- ( e value of 
notion of how well this 
0ur two deE,mitions are related by the following result. 
gives us a 
For any finite family 59, 
lindisc( %) G herdisc( 58). 
Remark. I$ particular case of Theorem D was proved and 
Spencer 161. This nice general Formulation of Theorem D is 
[8]. For the sake of completeness we include the simple pro 
Let X, 9 and 9! be as in Theorem 5.3. For any A c X, 
3!lA satisfy properties (i) and (ii) with the same d and m, r 
Theorem 1.3, 
he next sectian. 
herdisc( 9) G right-hand side of (3). 
Applying Theorem D, we have 
lindisc( 9) G right-hand side of (3). 
We therefore obtain in the particular case a! = cyI = l l l = cyP t e following result. 
Theorem lUYo L& X9 9 and 5?! be as i~rt Theorem 13 Let 0 < a < I. There is a 
function g: X+ { -ar, I- tu} such that for any Y E 9, 
I I 
2 g(x) s right-hand side of (3). 
XEY 
2= Proof& of Theorem 1.3 ad eore 
.3. The basic idea is a combination of probabilistic ideas an 
the pigeonhole principle. For an earlier proof of this type, see (t 
paper contains, among others, a proof of inequality (4)). 
We need the following very simple estimk .e. 
&, be independent random vari&es 
18 J. Beck 
e clearly have, writing S = I& &, t” at 
rob(eYs 
E(eyS) 
3 eYY) G eye 
where the ameter y > 0 will be tied later (E stands r the expected value). 
Since S is sum of independent random variables, we 
E(ey5') = ($(ey + eBy)y. 
i=l 
Using the elementary inequality 
a(ey + eWY) 6 eY*Qp 
we conclude that 
&2 
rob@ 2 y) G b = e(nJ’2n)-yy. 
Choosing y = y/n, we obtain 
Prob(S 2 y) G e-~‘@? 
Since S has symmetric distribution function, Lemma 2.1 follows. El 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on an iterated application of the following 
lemma. 
Let X, 9, 3 be as in Theorem 1.3. Then there is a function 
0, +l} such that 
{XEX:g(x)=O}+)( (9 
and for any Y E 3, 
I I XFYg(x) C< (m . d . log(d + 2) l log(#9 + 2))k (6) 
othesis (ii) of Theorem 1.3, any Y;; E 9 can be represented in the 
form 
& = Zi, U Zi2 U l l ’ U Zi,, l=l(I$)Sm (disjoint union). (7) 
t 5!! = ZI!* U ifiT** where 
ere (see (7)) 
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m is to find ma 
of 2N 2-colourings f 
and y>O, 
Lemma 2.1 we have for any 
) s 2N - 2e-y2’(2#A). (8) 
Since #YF < m . (1OOd . log(d + 2)), if c2 is a sufficiently large absolute constant, 
then by (8) we obtain that the cardinality of the set 
<c,*(m-d-log(d+2)-log( 3 + 2))i for all 
is greater than 
2y1- (#c&f) l (#3 + 2)-(c2)2m) a f l 2N = 2N-1. 
Jkt #zE** = M, and write 
ii!! **={z~,& ,..., &}. 
Let us non-associate with every 2-colouring f E 9 the -dimensional integer 
vector 
where 
vi(f) = C fb)~ Zi E (21, l l . , 2,) = iE**. 
xe& 
We are going to estimate the number of different vectors among y(f), f E 9. 
Since iUi(f)l G #Z’ and Vi(f) s #& (mod 2), we have the trivial upper bound 
#{V(f): f E 9) s fi (#Zi + 1). 
i=l 
We shall use the following elementary inequality: 
for any positive reals bI, b2, . . . , bM, 
In view of (IO), we have that 
aratimeter t > 1 will be 
20 J. Beck 
so we have 
l log(d + 2))~” l 
Choosing t = lOd, by (9) and (11).(13) we have 
(y(f): fES}S 
i=l 
(#Zi + 1) < (10d)N’100’Qg(d+2) l eyq{ g} < zN”. 
Now by the pigeonhole principle we conclude that there is a subset s2 c $I 
such that 
Jw 
-#{p(f):f ES} 
3 p-1 and y(h)= v(f2) for all fi,f2~ s2. 
ixing an element fiE P2, set 
Clearly 
c g(x)=0 forall gEG2 and YE@ 
XEY- 
Summarizing, %$ is a set of partial 2-colourings g: X+ { -1, 0, +1} such that 
< c2 l (m l d l log(d + 2) l log(#?# + 2)); 
for all I$ E 3. 
inally, let 5?& denote the set of functions g: X --, {-I, 0, +l} such that 
{x E x: g(x) = 0) a +)A/. 
Clearly 
and so by mma 2.1, 
rence 5!&\5!& is nonempty, and any element g E +?&\ $ 
(6). Lemma 2.2 follows. Cl 
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e restriction of 9, Z, re , i.e. 
Obviously gI, Z& satisfy properti 
and rn, respectively. Thus by 
gz:XI+ (-1, 0, +l} satisfying 
ent, at the ith step we obtain a function gi : 
and 
#Xi = #{X E Xi-1 Z gi(X) = 0) s $#Xi-1. 
The procedure stops within 
[ 
log N 
10 
+ 1 steps, 
log 9 ( ) 
since 
#&~(+k)‘*#X=(~)‘.lV. 
Set fo= Ci,,gi- Here we have the convention that gi(X) = 0 for all x E X\Xi_I 
and that X = X0. Observe that f0 is a 2-colouring of X, i.e. f0 has values &I only. 
Now Theorem 1.3 follows from (14), (15). Cl 
of Fix initial values ~r’~, q . . , &p E [0, 11. Assume that all ai 
have finite binary expansion, i.e. there is a natural number ~rz so that all 2” l ai are 
integral. Let n be minimal with this property. Let Y c X be the set S 
xi E X such that ri has a “1” as its ra th binary digit. As disc( $9 1 Y) s her 
there exist &i = zt 1 for all Xi E Y SO that 
I I c Ei e herdisc for all G E 3. XiEGflY 
a; = ~~i+&i*2-“, ifXiEY 
(ai, ifXiEX\ 
For any G E %, 
I 
I ( &i-ai) = I I 2 -n S&i <2-n* X&G XdEGnY I 
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Applying this procedure n-times, finally reaching &) with binary expansions of 
length zero, i.e. either zero or one. These a?) are our desired integers 12~ 
(l~i~p)asforallG~9$ 
&EC j=O XiEG I 
s mgl 2-@-l) . herdisc( %) s herdisc( 3) 
j=O 
where cui = cup, a: = &), 4 = cuJ2), . . . , a?) denote the successive ap- 
proximants o &) = ai. Finally, as this argument holds whenever Q, a2, . . . , cyp 
have finite binary expansions, a compactness argument implies its truth for 
arbitrary initial cyl, N*, . . e , cyp E [0, 11, completing the proof of Theorem I>. 0 
0 eore -1.2 
roof of Theorem 1.2. Observe that the nonnegative Bore1 measure p ca.n “be 
approximated bydiscrete measures. More precisely, there: is an A4-element SU’SXS 
2 = ($9 q2, l l l F = q,,,,} of the unit cube Uk such that 
$8 I-N=j@+Zl 
$Ea 
for all aligned boxes B in Uk. Note that M = M(p, N) can be arbitrarily large 
compared to N. We may therefore assume that M a N, 
Therefore, Theorem 1.2 is essentially equivalent to 
3.1. Let there be given M points fl, y;, a . . , qM in Vk and a natural 
wmber N, 2 6 N s M. Then there k an N-ele&ent sub:? 9 = Q1, . . . , pN) of 
it&P q2, l ** 5 9w} such that for all al&ned boxes B in Uk 
= 
= -_ 
Theorem 3.1 can be reformulated as follows. 
lk n Z!“] be a k-dimensional O-1 matrix (i.e. 
Then there exist efl = _ 1, Enlk P) Hk such that #(u E 
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for Cl1 g=(ml, m*, . . . , rn& l<mjs (1SiGk). if and on!y if 
#ZjGmjfOralli, 1SiSk. 
We shall derive Theorem 3.2 from the following result. 
3.3. Let F = [b,: B E [1, lk n Z”] be a k-dimensional O-l mati of size 
MX l *~xM. Let#{pz[lTM]knt:b,= l}=L. LetO<c<l. Then ther+a 
function h(p) = -a! or (1 - a), g E [l, lk n Zk such that 
1.X_ h(a)bEl cc (1% L)k+2 
forallq2=(iI,. . . , mk), 1GmiSM (lsisk). 
The deduction of Theorem 3.2 fkom Theorem 3.3 goes as follows. 
Applying Theorem 3.3 to the ma& E with cy = cyl, we obtain a function 
ML0 = -aI or (1 - acI) such that 
1 c Wb,l c< mw)k+2 
!?“!P 
for alZ @ = (ml, . . . , r&), 1SmiSM (ls;iSk). tit 
E(l) = [a$‘): g E [ l3 Mlk n Z”] where - a:) = tz’ ~t~~~\~ ’ - by1 
and let 
? 9 
#(g t” [ 1, M$” n Zk: a!) = 1) = MI. 
A.gain applying Theorem 3.3 to E(‘) tvith cy = a2, we obtain a function 
h2W = -a2 or (1 - 4x2) such that 
E@) = [a$!‘: 0 c= [l, a. . 1% n 2k] where ai2) := I ( 
and let 
0, otherwise, 
]Ln&aS)= I} = 
eating this argument, we obtairl a sequence of functions hi, 
mt Mj (I=Gbt) sue 
24 J. Beck 
and 
hi(&Z~-‘) << (log 
I 
pyp 
I 
l&=(~*,...,ll1k), lsmis (1 s i s k). Clearly 
(a:) - q l af-l’,. 
p=ql psp 
Thus we have (note that q l cu2 l l l cu, = Nl 
Combining (16) and (17) we see that 
Choosing m = ( ) in (16), we obtain 
I - ai l Mi,11 CC (log Mi_l)k+2, 
and so obviously 
-1 if Mi>c3(k)a 
8) and (19) it follows that 
as) I<< (log Mt)k+2 for all ~2. 
) in (20), we have 
(l) be a (min{N, })-element subset of 
)-)-element subset of 
]kWZk:a,=l andag)=O}. 
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t remains to prove 
matrix F, for example 
submatrices, plitting the ith side of the matrix into 2” equal pieces (1 G i G k). 
There are (q + l)& such partitions. Let us call a submatrix SpeckA if it occurs in 
one of these p a::itions. Observe that any submat 
the union of at most qk disjoint special submat 
with X-{~E[~,M]~CZ~:~,= I}, 4/ = the family of all submatrices of type 
[6,: B G m], % = the family of all special submatrices, d = (q + l)k and m = qk. 
Then th&e is a function h(& = --LY or (I- cy), g ~[l, M]kWZk~~~h that 
Izp h(g&i c< (log M)k+2 for all go 
Since M C 2L, Theorem 3.3 follows. This completes the proof of 
well. 0 
This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 with 
and N = [n/2]. Cl 
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